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MONOTONE (CO)INDUCTIVE TYPES AND POSITIVE
FIXED-POINT TYPES 

Ralph Matthes 1
Abstra t. We study ve extensions of the polymorphi ally typed
lambda- al ulus (system F) by type onstru ts intended to model xedpoints of monotone operators. Building on work by H. Geuvers onerning the relation between term rewrite systems for least pre- xedpoints and greatest post- xed-points of positive type s hemes (i. e.,
non-nested positive indu tive and oindu tive types) and so- alled retra t types, we show that there are redu tion-preserving embeddings
even between systems of monotone ( o)indu tive types and non-interleaving positive xed-point types (whi h are essentially those retra t
types). The redu tion relation onsidered is - and  -redu tion for system F plus either (full) primitive re ursion on the indu tive types or
(full) primitive ore ursion on the oindu tive types or an extremely
simple rule for the xed-point types. Monotoni ity is not on ned
to the synta ti restri tion on type formation of having only positive o urren es of the type variable in  for the indu tive type
  or the oindu tive type  . Instead of that only a \monotoni ity witness" whi h is a term of type
:(
)  [ := ℄
is required. This term may already use ( o)re ursion su h that our
monotone ( o)indu tive types may even be \interleaved" and not only
nested.
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1.

Introdu tion

Our goal is to establish relations between extensions of system F (the polymorphi - al ulus due to Girard [4℄ and Reynolds [10℄) with
 indu tive types,
 oindu tive types and
 xed-point types.
Why do we need to extend system F by these type onstru ts? The main
problem is that not (full) primitive re ursion but only iteration on indu tive types
is modelled by the impredi ative en oding of indu tive types in system F [5, 8℄.
Dually, only oiteration on oindu tive types but not (full) primitive ore ursion
is a hieved by the impredi ative en oding of oindu tive types.
In this paper, a \relation" shall mean a type-respe ting redu tion-preserving
embedding.
De nition 1.1. A type-respe ting redu tion-preserving embedding (embedding
for short) of a typed term rewrite system S into a typed term rewrite system S 0
is a fun tion 0 (the sign represents the inde nite argument of the fun tion 0 )
whi h assigns to every type  of S a type 0 of S 0 and to every term r of type  of
S a term r0 of the (image) type 0 of S 0 su h that the following impli ation holds:
If r ! s in S , then r0 !+ s0 in S 0 . (!+ denotes the transitive losure of !.)
In short, an embedding 0 is a pair of fun tions both denoted by 0 whi h are
ompatible, and su h that through 0 one rewrite step in the sour e system is simulated by at least one step in the target system. Obviously we have that a system
whi h embeds into a strongly normalizing system is itself strongly normalizing,
i. e., has no in nite redu tion sequen es. Setting up embeddings into strongly normalizing systems is thus an eÆ ient way of proving strong normalization for the
proposed extensions of system F whi h are
 the system NPI of non-interleaving positive indu tive types,
 the system NPC of non-interleaving positive oindu tive types,
 the system MI of monotone indu tive types,
 the system MC of monotone oindu tive types and
 the system NPF of non-interleaving positive xed-point types.
In fa t, we prove that all of them embed into ea h other whi h shows that w. r. t.
our notion of embedding, the above-mentioned defe t of system F is over ome by
adding a subset of all possible positive xed-point types and even arrive at full
primitive re ursion and ore ursion for any monotone ( o)indu tive type. Moreover, strong normalization for all the systems follows from strong normalization
of any of them. In [8℄ a dire t proof of strong normalization is given for NPF, and
in [7℄ a dire t proof for MI. It is an exer ise to extend M. Takahashi's on uen e
proof [11℄ to these systems (see [7℄ for -redu tion in NPI; on uen e is easy to
establish be ause of the absen e of nontrivial riti al pairs in all our systems; however, on uen e is not inherited via embeddings). Hen e, the equality theory of
all our extensions is de idable.
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2.

3

The base system and its extensions

We introdu e a version of system

F

and several extensions. They are typed

- al uli where every term has its type and the presentation of the term rules

stri tly follows the idea of natural dedu tion proof systems.
2.1.

System F

The version of system F we will use is in essen e the same as in [5℄.
Types : We have in nitely many type variables (denoted by , , : : : ) and with
types  and  we also have the produ t type    and the fun tion type  ! .
Moreover, given a variable and a type  we form the universal type 8 . The
quanti er 8 binds in . The renaming onvention for bound variables is adopted,
i. e., we synta ti ally identify types whi h only di er in the names of their bound
type variables. The de nition of the result [ := ℄ of the substitution of  for
in  is then easily de ned. Let FV() be the set of type variables o urring free in
.
The terms of F are presented without ontexts and with xed types (see [2℄
p. 159 for omments on this original typing a la Chur h). We have in nitely many
term variables with types (denoted e. g. by x ), pairing hr ; s i , proje tions
(r L) and (r R) , -abstra tion (x r )! for terms, term appli ation
(r! s ) , -abstra tion ( r )8  for types (under the usual proviso that
does not o ur free in the type of any variable free in r) and type appli ation
(r8  )[ :=℄ . We also write r :  for \the term r has type ". We freely use
the (analogous) renaming onvention for bound term and type variables of terms,
e. g. for de ning the substitution of types for type variables in terms|written
r[ := ℄|and the substitution of terms for term variables of the same type in
terms|written r[x := s℄|appropriately.
It turns out that a term variable in fa t has to be de ned as a pair onsisting
of a variable name and a type. Hen e, a slight ambiguity arises with the standard
pra ti e of omitting type supers ripts be ause the x in x is only an untyped
variable name. Nevertheless we follow the standard pra ti e. The interested reader
may onsult the dis ussion in [7℄, se tions 2.1.2 and 2.2.6. (In 2.1.2 the intri ate
problem of dealing with terms having free variables of di erent types with the
same variable name is studied in great detail.) Let FTV(r) be the set of free type
variables in r and FV(r) be the set of term variables o urring free in r.
De nition 2.1. Beta plus eta redu tion 7! for system F is as usual given by
( )
hr; siL 7! r
( )
( !)
(! )
( 8)
(8 )

hr; siR 7! s
hrL; rRi 7! r
(x r)s 7! r[x := s℄
x :rx 7! r if x is not free in r
( r) 7! r[ := ℄
 :r 7! r if is not free in r:
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The redu tion relation ! is de ned as the term losure of 7!. Equivalently,

r[x := s℄ ! r[x := s0 ℄ i s 7! s0 and r has exa tly one free o urren e of x. We
denote the re exive transitive losure of ! by ! . It is well-known that F has
subje t redu tion, i. e., if r :  and r ! r 0 , then r0 : . This will also be the ase for

all of the systems to be de ned in the sequel. Strong normalization of F is a famous
result by Girard [4℄ (eta redu tion requires but a modi ation of the proof for beta
only or, alternatively, the result follows from strong beta normalization by eta
postponement). As mentioned in the introdu tion, on uen e is easily established
by Takahashi's method [11℄. The type former ! is assumed to asso iate to the
right and appli ation to the left whi h ts well:  !  !  :=  ! ( !  ) and
r!! s t := (rs)t.

2.2.

Non-interleaving positive indu tive types

The system whi h will be alled NPI moreover has indu tive types   for
only o urring positively (not ne essarily stri tly positively|i. e., we de ne negative o urren es in parallel with positive o urren es) in  and not free in some
subexpression  00 of  .
We now give a pre ise de nition of the type system.
De nition 2.2. Indu tively de ne the set NPTy of non-interleaved positive types
and simultaneously for every  2 NPTy the set NPos() of type variables whi h only
o ur free at positive positions in  and are not in the s ope of an appli ation of
the -rule and the set NNeg() of type variables whi h only o ur free at negative
positions in  and are not in the s ope of an appli ation of the -rule as follows:
(V) 2 NPTy and NPos( ) := all type variables, and NNeg( ) := all type
variables ex ept .
() If  2 NPTy and  2 NPTy, then    2 NPTy.
NPos(   ) := NPos() \ NPos( ).
NNeg(   ) := NNeg() \ NNeg( ).
(!) If  2 NPTy and  2 NPTy, then  !  2 NPTy.
NPos( !  ) := NNeg() \ NPos( ).
NNeg( !  ) := NPos() \ NNeg( ).
(8) If  2 NPTy, then 8  2 NPTy.
NPos(8 ) := NPos() [ f g and NNeg(8 ) := NNeg() [ f g.
() If  2 NPTy and 2 NPos(), then   2 NPTy.
NPos( ) := NNeg( ) := all type variables ex ept those in FV( ).
It is not hard to show that 2 NPos() \ NNeg() whenever 2= FV() and
that type substitution (with terms from NPTy) does not lead out of the set NPTy.
Intuitively,   is the least xed-point of the mapping  7! [ := ℄.
Examples 2.3. Assume the anoni al impredi ative en odings 1 := 8 : !
and  +  := 8 :( ! ) ! ( ! ) ! (for 2= FV() [ FV();  and 
are at non-stri t positive positions in  +  whi h amounts to saying that 0 ; 2
NPos( 0 + ); learly, 2
= NPos(( ! ) ! ( ! ) ! )). Then the natural
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numbers are modelled by

nat := 

5

:1 +

and the -bran hing well-founded trees have the type (with 2= FV())
tree() := 

:1 + ( ! ):

Hen e, tree(nat) is the nested indu tive type of \ordinals". We rule out interleaving
of : Writing list() :=  :1+   we do not have the type  :list( ) in our type
system (although the dependen y is only stri tly positive): list( ) 2 NPTy (every
type variable is in NPos(1 +  )), but 2= NPos(list( )) = all type variables
ex ept .
For the same reason we do not have the type  :1 + (tree( ) ! ) whi h is
non-stri tly positive and interleaving.
Obviously, also  : ! does not t into the type system (NPos( ! ) =
all type variables ex ept ).
How do we introdu e (full) primitive re ursion? Given a type   2 NPTy
and a term s of type [ :=    ℄ ! , we follow [3℄ (taking its motivation
from initial algebras of fun tors in ategory theory) and postulate the existen e
of a term Re   s su h that the diagram in gure 1 ommutes. (Explanation:
C  \folds" [ :=  ℄ into   and establishes one dire tion of the intuitive
isomorphism [ :=  ℄ 
=  , Id denotes the identity x  x on  , h;i is
pairing de ned pointwise and [℄ shall mean the anoni al lifting of   to terms
dis ussed below. Composition is taken from simply-typed lambda- al ulus.)
[ :=  ℄
[hId;Re   si℄


[ :=    ℄
Figure 1.
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/

 
Re

s

/

 s





(full) primitive re ursion

In this preliminary version we would assume a onstant C  having the type

[ :=  ℄ !   and a term former Re   su h that for terms s of type
[ :=    ℄ ! , Re   s is a term of type   ! , and introdu e the

equality axiom

(Re   s) Æ C  = s Æ [hId; Re   si℄:
(We do not require Re   s to be unique with this property sin e we study intensional equality.)
However, sin e our goal is the study of rewrite systems we have to dire t this
equation. Moreover, some are has to be taken in order to get embeddings instead
of only equation-preserving translations. We therefore stri tly adhere to a natural
dedu tion formulation. This dire tly leads to the following term formation rules
for NPI:
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(-I) If t is a term of type [ :=  ℄, then C  t is a term of type  .
(-E) If r is a term of type   and s is a term of type [ :=    ℄ ! , then
rE s is a term of type .
Hen e, C  is not a onstant but a term former (a unary fun tion symbol) and
the in x notation rE s is used in pla e of Re   sr.
The lifting [℄ of   to terms deserves some attention:
De nition 2.4. Instead of de ning a term [r℄ of type [ := ℄ ! [ :=  ℄ for
r :  !  we de ne a losed term lift+  of type 8 8 :( ! ) !  ! [ := ℄
(for 2= f g [ FV()) whenever   is in NPTy, i. e.,  2 NPTy and 2 NPos().
Be ause positivity and negativity are de ned simultaneously, we have to de ne
in parallel auxiliary terms lift  : 8 8 :( ! ) ! [ := ℄ !  for  2 NPTy
and 2 NNeg(). The de nition is straightforward by stru tural indu tion on 
thanks to the absen e of interleaving. Throughout we assume that the variable f
has type ! ( orresponding to the fun tional to be lifted).
(triv) If 2= FV(), then lift+  := lift  :=   fx x. All the other ases
are under the proviso \otherwise" (this is why there is no lause pertaining
to ).
(V) lift+ :=   ff . (Be ause D 2= NNeg( ), there is no lause forE lift .)
() lift+ :1 2 :=   fx1 2 : lift+ 1 f (xL); lift+ 2 f (xR) .
E
D
lift :1 2 :=   fx(1 2 )[ := ℄ : lift 1 f (xL); lift 2 f (xR) .


(!) lift+ :1 !2 :=   fx1 !2 y1 [ := ℄:lift+ 2 f x(lift 1 fy) .


lift :1 !2 :=   fx(1 !2 )[ := ℄ y 1 :lift 2 f x(lift+
 1 fy ) .
(8) lift+ 8  :=   fx8   :lift+  f (x ).
lift 8  :=   fx8  [ := ℄  :lift  f (x ).
(We may assume that 6= .)
A de nition whi h yields normal terms is shown in [7℄ pp. 73{75. Be ause we
do not allow for interleaving one only has to omit the ase (). The reader also
nds a de nition in [6℄ p. 311. Again one has to omit the - lause. Another pla e
is [3℄ p. 206 whi h essentially ontains the de nitions. Note that with interleaving
the de nition would be mu h more involved as shown in [7℄ p. 78.
We are now in the position to extend 7! by beta redu tion for indu tive types:
(  ) (C  t)E s 7! s



lift+
  (



)(   )(x  :hx; (x  :xE s)xi)t :

The reason for writing (x  :xE s)x instead of xE s is only te hni al as will be
lear from the following
Example 2.5. Godel's system T in the variant with the initial term and the step
term as indi es of the re ursor may be embedded into NPI: Some al ulation will
show that
lift+
 :1+

!   f

! x1+ Æz 1!Æ z !Æ :xÆz (z :z1 (fz2 )):
2
1
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De ne
0 := Cnat (Æx1!Æ ynat!Æ :x( z z )) : nat
S := z nat :Cnat (Æx1!Æ y nat!Æ :yz ) : nat ! nat
Given terms a :  and b : nat !  !  we de ne Ra;b := xnat :xE s : nat !  with
s := x1+nat :x(y1 :a)(ynat :b(yL)(yR)), where x; y 2= FV(a) [ FV(b). We get
the following redu tion behaviour: Ra;b 0 !+ a and Ra;b (St) !+ bt(Ra;b t), where
the term Ra;b is indeed a subterm of the redu t. Therefore, primitive re ursion
on naturals in all nite types is present in our system. Note that the embedding
would be easier to read if there were sum types in our system. They are oded
due to problems with Lemma 3.6 we want to avoid.
An elaborate omment on erning the relation to iteration is in order. Assuming
a term s of type [ := ℄ !  we ould introdu e a term It  s su h that the
diagram in gure 2 ommutes.
C

[ :=  ℄



/

 

[It  s℄

It



[ := ℄

s

Figure 2.

/

s





iteration

More pre isely, keep (-I) but repla e the term formation rule (-E) by
(-E)i If r is a term of type   and s is a term of type [ := ℄ ! , then rEi s
is a term of type .
The beta rule be omes
(  )i (C  t)Ei s 7! s



lift+
  (



)(x  :xEi s)t :

However, it is well-known that this redu tion may be simulated within system F:
If  is mapped to 0 , then   will be mapped to ( )0 := 8 :(0 ! ) ! .
If , r and s are already mapped to 0 , r0 and s0 , respe tively, then rEi s is
mapped to r0 0 s0 . (In a sense, this easy en oding is built into ( )0 .) Finally, if
t : [ :=  ℄ is already mapped to t0 : 0 [ := ( )0 ℄, then C  t is mapped to


0
0
 z  ! :z lift+ 0 ( )0 (x( ) :x z )t0 :
The translation of nat would be nat0 := 8 :((1 + ) ! ) ! . Intuitively, the
type ((1 + ) ! ) ! is isomorphi to ! ( ! ) ! . In order to get rid
of the oded sum type, we only show how the type natF := 8 : ! ( ! ) !
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models iteration on naturals (we losely follow [5℄ se tion 11.5.1). Set
0F
SF

:=  y z ! :y : natF
:= xnatF  y z ! :z (x yz ) : natF ! natF :

If a :  and b :  ! , then 0F ab !+ a and (SF t)ab !+ b(tab). Hen e, rab
des ribes the fun tion de ned by iteration with initial value a and step fun tion b
at the argument r. Modulo the sum types this is also the behaviour of (  )i for
nat. (Clearly, the pair of a and b orresponds to s(1+)! .)
Why do we get iteration via the above en oding? Set n := S| F (:{z: : (SF} 0F ) : : : )

n
for n 2 N . Clearly, n !  y z ! : z| (:{z: : (z} y) : : : ). Hen e, the underlying
n
untyped lambda term of the numeral n is simply the n-th Chur h numeral and by
itself the iterator.
The term Ra;b from the previous example was more powerful in that b had the
type nat !  !  whi h allowed to a ess also the argument in the re ursion.
0 within system F. The idea is to
We may try to produ e an analogous term Ra;b
de ne the identity on natF and the sought fun tional simultaneously by iteration:
0 := xnatF :xa0 b0 R with a0 := h0F ; ai and b0 := z natF  :hSF (z L); b(z L)(z R)i.
Ra;b
0 n = Ra;b n. Neither
By indu tion on n we may show that na0 b0 L = n and Ra;b
do we see the orre t redu tion behaviour (only the orre t equality), nor do we get
the desired equality for arbitrary terms of the form SF t. One might be interested
in numerals only. However, already the type tree(nat) annot be understood by
on ning the study to anoni al inhabitants. Moreover|as pointed out in [5℄|the
iteratively de ned prede essor fun tion would be linear in the input number!
It is generally believed that there will not be any other omputable en oding
of nat in system F su h that primitive re ursion is simulated by F's rewrite rules.

2.3.

Non-interleaving positive

oindu tive types

For the system NPC we simply have to dualize the de ning diagram of NPI.
This time we use the binder  to form oindu tive types of the form   if
o urs only positively in  and not free in any subexpression of   of the form
 00 . The type system hen e is the same as for NPI but with a di erent name for
the binder. The intuition behind  , however, is the greatest xed-point of the
mapping  7! [ := ℄.
Full primitive ore ursion is again introdu ed as in [3℄ (now taking the motivation from nal oalgebras of fun tors): Assume a (legal) type   and a term s of
type  ! [ :=   + ℄ (we en ode sum types impredi atively as in NPI). Then
as a rst approximation to the syntax of NPC we postulate the existen e of a term
CoRe   s making the diagram in gure 3 ommute. (E  \unfolds"   into
[ :=  ℄ and establishes part of the intuitive isomorphism [ :=  ℄ 
=  .
Id, omposition and [℄ are as before. [;℄ denotes ase distin tion oded impredi atively.)
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[ :=O  ℄ o



O

[[Id;CoRe   s℄℄

CoRe

[ :=   + ℄ o
Figure 3.

s

 s



(full) primitive ore ursion

We would have a onstant E  of type   ! [ :=  ℄, a term former
CoRe   su h that for terms s of type  ! [ :=   + ℄, CoRe   s is a term
of type  !  , and the equality axiom
E  Æ (CoRe

  s) = [[Id; CoRe   s℄℄ Æ s:

Again, we prefer another syntax for NPC and extend the de nition of the term
system of F by:
( -E) If r is a term of type  , then rE is a term of type [ :=  ℄.
( -I) If s is a term of type  ! [ :=   + ℄ and t is a term of type , then
  st is a term of type  .
Hen e, we adopt a post x notation rE instead of the appli ation of a onstant
E  to r and introdu e   as binary fun tion symbol with result type  
instead of the unary CoRe   of fun tion type. ( -E) is an elimination rule for
  be ause a term of this type is fed in and ( -I) is an introdu tion rule for  
be ause a term of this type is generated.
The terms lift+  and lift  are de ned as before. (They are the same modulo
the new name  for the binder be ause of the absen e of interleaving whi h allows
to de ne the terms without referen e to the new term rules.)
The relation 7! of F is extended by beta onversion (  ) for oindu tive types
as follows:
(

  st)E



7! lift  (  + )( ) z 
+

+ :z (



)Id(x:   sx) (st):

Note that the impredi ative en oding of   +  enters the de nition when the
variable z of sum type gets a type and two terms as arguments.
Example 2.6. A typi al example would be the type stream :=  :  (with
2= FV() for some xed type ) modeling streams of elements of . Why streams?
Be ause we an asso iate with any term r of type stream an in nite sequen e
(rn )n2N of terms of type . Simply set rn := r E|  R :{z: : E R} E L. We rst study
n

oiteration. For this we keep ( -E) and hange ( -I) to
( -I)i If s is a term of type  ! [ := ℄ and t is a term of type , then
is a term of type  .

i st
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The beta rule be omes
(  )i (

i st)E

 

7! lift  ( )(x:
+

  sx)(st):

We have lift+ : =   f ! x :hxL; f (xR)i. Therefore, our oiteration
rule (  )i gives us
i

(

stream s

! t )E



! hstL;
+

i

(stR)i:

stream s

We now exploit the type isomorphism between  !    and ( ! )  ( ! )
and hange the syntax to
(s-I) If s1 is a term of type  ! , s2 is a term of type  !  and t is a term of
type , then s1 s2 t is a term of type stream.
( s ) ( s1 s2 t)E 7! hs1 t; s1 s2 (s2 t)i
This will give in essen e the same behaviour of stream. Now, if r := s1 s2 t, then
rn ! s1 (s2 (: : : (s2 t) : : : )).
| {z }
n

Interpretation: The type  represents the internal state spa e, s1 is the output
fun tion and s2 the transition fun tion while t is the initial state.
In [3℄ we nd a general translation of oiteration (for \positive type s hemes")
into system F: If  is already translated into 0 , then   is translated into
( )0 := 8 :(8 :( ! 0 ) ! ! ) ! :
For our example with ( s ) we may modify this to
stream0



:= 8 : 8 :( ! 0 ) ! ( ! ) ! !



! ;

!0 )!( ! )! ! :z0 s0 s0 t0
and
1 2

0 

0
(rstream E )0 := r0 (0  stream0 )  y1 !y2 ! z :hy1 z; y1 y2(y2 z ) i :

( s1 s2 t)0 :=  z 8

:(

Clearly, the primed types and terms are assumed to be already translated. Note
that the last lause refers to the last but one. All the other type rules and term
rules shall be given homomorphi ally.
It is easy to see that ( s1 s2 tE )0 !+ hs1 t; s1 s2 (s2 t)i0 . This shows the embedding of oiteration into F for this example.
An example for the use of oiteration would be with  := stream  stream,
s1 := x :xLE L :  !  and s2 := x :hxR; xLE Ri :  ! . Set r := s1 s2 ha; bi
for a; b : stream. Then r2n ! an and r2n+1 ! bn .
For ore ursion we similarly hange the syntax to
(s-I)r If s1 is a term of type  ! , s2 is a term of type  ! stream +  and t is a
term of type , then r s1 s2 t is a term of type stream.
r
( s ) ( r s1 s2 t)E 7! hs1 t; s2 t stream(xstream x)(x : r s1 s2 x)i.
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Hen e, if s2 = y  z1stream! z2! :z2 (^s2 y) for some s^2 :  ! , i. e., for s2
being the omposition of the en oded right inje tion with s^2 , we get the redu tion
behaviour of iteration.
However, we may not only al ulate a new state via s2 but also initiate an
arbitrary stream (in ase s2 applied to the a tual state happens to be in the
stream part of stream +  ): \The ma hine exe utes a new program." In [3℄ we
nd a very simple example with ore ursion for inhabited types , i. e., if there is
a losed term a : . Set  := stream, let t : . Set




r := x : r (y :a) y  z1stream! z2! :z1 (yE R) x:

The se ond argument to r is the omposition of the left inje tion into our sum
type with ystream :yE R. Then (rt)0 ! a and for all n we have (rt)n+1 ! tn+1 .
Hen e, rt outputs the same stream as t but for the rst element whi h is set to a.
If in general ore ursion ould be embedded into oiteration, then also into
system F and by the results of this paper (and also already by [3℄) re ursion would
also embed into system F and this is extremely unlikely.
2.4.

Monotone ( o)indu tive types

We now abstra t away from the anoni ally de ned terms lift+  whose types
8 8 :( ! ) !  ! [ := ℄ simply express the monotoni ity of   internally.
Their existen e previously has been guaranteed by the synta ti ondition of positivity and absen e of interleaving (the se ond of whi h is for reasons of simpli ity). We drop these onditions on formation of   and   and instead require a
monotoni ity witness in the term formation rules (-E) and ( -I) where a monotoni ity witness is simply an already generated term in the system having type
8 8 :( ! ) !  ! [ := ℄. This term is then used for the formulation of the
beta redu tion rules (  ) and (  ).
In this manner we arrive at the systems MI and MC of monotone indu tive types
and of monotone oindu tive types. More pre isely, the types of MI are de ned
by adding the quanti er  (without restri tion|i. e., any   is a type if  is a
type and is a type variable) to the type system of F. The term formation rules
of F are supplemented by
(-I) As for system NPI.
(-E) If r :  , m : 8 8 :( ! ) !  ! [ := ℄ and s is a term of type
[ :=    ℄ ! , then rE ms is a term of type .
The new beta redu tion lause:




(  ) (C  t)E ms 7! s m( )(   )(x  :hx; (x  :xE ms)xi)t :
The witnessing term m need not be losed. If m is open, this be omes onditional monotoni ity or even hypotheti al monotoni ity (in ase m is a variable).
More interesting are non-positive   with losed witnesses as in the following
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Example 2.7. As an example for a monotone indu tive type we give
 :1 + ((((

! ) ! ) ! ) ! )

for 2= FV() (an invention by U. Berger). It is quite easy to nd a monotoni ity
witness for  :1 + (((( ! ) ! ) ! ) ! although we do not have a positive
dependen y due to the last but one o urren e of (we omit type information):
  fx zz1 :x z (z2 :z1 (z3 :z3 (z4 :f (z2(z5 :z5 (z6 :z4(fz6 ))))))):
The types of MC are the same as those of MI but with the binder  repla ed
by  . The orresponding term rules are as follows:
( -E) As for system NPC.
( -I) If m : 8 8 :( ! ) !  ! [ := ℄, s :  ! [ :=   + ℄ and t is a
term of type , then   mst is a term of type  .
A ordingly, the rule (  ) of ore ursion is
(
2.5.

  mst)E



7! m(  + )( ) z 

+ :z (



)Id(x:   msx) (st):

Non-interleaving positive fixed-point types

The idea (a ording to [3℄, p. 214, due to C. Paulin-Mohring) is to take the
simple term formation rules (-I) and ( -E), merge   and   to f , and
leave out minimality and maximality altogether. The system NPF has the same
type system as NPI but with binder f (for xed-point) instead of , i. e., f  is
only allowed if o urs only positively in  and there is no interleaving. The term
rules of NPF extend F by:
(f -I) (Cf  t[ :=f ℄ ) : f 
(f -E) (rf  Ef ) : [ := f ℄
The beta rule expresses one half of the intuition that f  denotes a xed-point
of  7! [ := ℄:
( f ) (Cf  t)Ef 7! t:
As we only study this additional rule the name retra t types as used in [3℄ would
be more appropriate. However, the anoni al eta rule would be
(f ) Cf  (rEf ) 7! r;
re e ting the other half of the above intuition. (In [8℄ it is shown that the system
with (f ) is strongly normalizing.)
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The embeddings

We have de ned 5 extensions of system F (with eta rules) by type onstru ts,
orresponding term rules and beta redu tion rules designed for the study of intensional properties of xed-points of monotone operators. We list them with a one
line des ription.
NPF: xed-point types f  with only positively in  and no interleaved f
NPI: indu tive types   with only positively in  and no interleaved 
MI: indu tive types with arbitrary monotoni ity witnesses and interleaving
NPC: oindu tive types   with only positively in  and no interleaved 
MC: oindu tive types with arbitrary monotoni ity witnesses and interleaving
(N = no interleaving, P = positivity, M = monotoni ity witness, F = xed-point,
I = indu tive, C = oindu tive)
Theorem 3.1. The systems
embed into ea h other.

NPF, NPI, MI, NPC, MC

in the pre eding se tion

(See the de nition of embedding in the introdu tion.)
The main orollary is strong normalization for all of them sin e NPF (and MI)
has been shown to be strongly normalizing before (again refer to the introdu tion).
Con uen e for all of them holds but is no onsequen e of the embeddings ( f. the
introdu tion).
The proof will be organized as follows:
 NPF embeds into NPC be ause the anoni al ore ursive de nition of the
onstru tor is well-behaved. In order to he k that, we have to prove some
restri ted version of fun toriality of the terms lift+  whi h in turn shows
the ne essity of eta rules and explains why we restri t to non-interleaving
xed-point types and do not in lude sum types expli itly in our systems.
 NPF embeds into NPI be ause we have a prede essor
fun tion (i. e., a destru tor) in NPI and also some fun toriality of lift+  .
 NPC embeds into MC, and NPI embeds into+ MI, be ause we may simply
take the anoni al monotoni ity witnesses lift  as the monotoni ity witness
required in the term formation rules (-E) and ( -I). We again pro t from
the absen e of interleaving.
 MC and MI embed into NPF: We rst embed the systems into the extension
NPFex of NPF by the se ond-order existential quanti er. E. g., we translate
the types of MC via:
( )0 := f 9 :(8 :( + ! ) ! ! 0 )  ;
where 0 is the translation of . The additional quanti er for does the
positivization and removes the interleaving of type variables.
The embedding of NPFex into NPF is done by the standard en oding of
the se ond-order existential quanti er in system F.
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3.1.

Embedding NPF into NPC

In order to embed the system with xed-point types into that of oindu tive
types, we have to en ode the onstru tor via ore ursion, i. e., we have to de ne a
losed term C : [ :=  ℄ !   su h that for every term t of type [ :=  ℄,
we have that CtE !+ t. Writing
r := lift+  ( )(  + [ :=  ℄)(x   y ! z [

 ℄!

:=

:yx)

whi h is nothing but the lifted left inje tion into the impredi atively en oded sum,
the solution is C := x[ := ℄ :   rx: We al ulate (setting  := [ :=  ℄)
CtE

! !! 





 + )( ) z  + :z ( )Id(x:   rx)


 
 ! z ! :yx)t :
lift+
  ( )(  +  )(x  y

lift+
  (

We observe that


z  + :z ( )Id(x:   rx)

 

Æ x   y

!



z ! :yx = Id  ;

where we write = for the transitive, re exive and symmetri losure of ! whi h is
the equality relation indu ed by !. The equation does not ome as a surprise sin e
the left side is the omposition of the left inje tion with a ase onstru t whi h in
the left ase reprodu es its argument. Clearly, we now want lift+  to ful ll the
fun tor laws, i. e., it should \map the identity to the identity and ommute with
omposition". For our purposes we do not need full fun toriality but we have to
onsider redu tion instead of the indu ed equality relation.
Lemma 3.2 (Restri ted fun toriality for sums).


+ :z Id r) lift+  ( +  )(x 
lift+
  ( +  ) (z

 

y! z  ! :yx)t



! t

r :  !  and t : [ := ℄.
Proof. By an easy indu tion on . Simultaneously one has to prove a similar
statement on lift  for only negative in , namely

for any types



and



lift   ( +  )(x 

and terms

y! z  ! :yx)



lift  ( +  ) (z + :z Id r)t



! t:

It is ru ial that we in luded eta rules in our system. Moreover, if we had sum
types dire tly in our system, we would have to in lude permutative onversions
for them in order to over the ase that  is a sum type. Although permutative
onversions do no harm to strong normalization, the proof of this fa t has some
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subtleties in it (see [9℄ for the ase of simply-typed lambda- al ulus). If we allowed interleaving, it would be even worse: We would be in need of permutative
onversions for oindu tive types whi h seem to be ompletely unknown.
As an instan e of the lemma we get that C serves as a onstru tor.
De nition 3.3 (Embedding NPF into NPC). Let 0 be  after repla ing every
binder f by  . Obviously, ([ := ℄)0 = 0 [ := 0 ℄ and FV(0 ) = FV(). For
every term r of system NPF de ne the term r0 of system NPC by re ursion on
r and simultaneously prove (the proofs are omitted
due to their simpli ity) that
0
r0 : 0 and FTV(r0 ) = FTV(r) and FV(r0 ) = fx jx 2 FV(r)g as follows:
(V) (x )0 := x0 .
(-I) hr; si0 := hr0 ; s0 i.
(-E) (rL)0 := r0 L. (rR0 )0 := r0 R.
(!-I) (x r)0 := x r0 , where we may assume due to the renaming onvention
that for every x 2 FV(r) we have  = .
(!-E) (rs)0 := r0 s0 .
(8-I) ( r)0 :=  r0 . (Well-de nedness follows from the laim on FV(r)).
(8-E) (r)0 := r0 0 .
(f -I) (Cf  t)0 :=  0 rt0 with
0
0
0
0
r := lift+ 0 ( 0 )( 0 + 0 [ :=  0 ℄)(x   y  ! z  [ :=  ℄! :yx):
(Re all that 0 [ :=  0 ℄ = ([ :=  ℄)0 ).
(f -E) (rf  Ef )0 := r0 E .
0
Lemma 3.4. (r[x := s℄)0 = r0 [x := s0 ℄ and (r[ := ℄)0 = r0 [ := 0 ℄.
Proof. By indu tion on r.
Lemma 3.5. If r ! r^ in NPF, then r0 !+ r^0 in NPC.
Proof. First show it for r 7! r
^, then infer it generally by help of the previous
lemma. The rules ! and 8 are lear be ause of the previous lemma, the rules
for produ t types are lear, the eta rules go through be ause of the properties of
free type and term variables of r0 proved with the de nition of r0 . Finally, f is
dealt with in our introdu tory dis ussion of the onstru tor.
3.2.

Embedding NPF into NPI

The embedding of NPF into NPI is dual to the pre eding embedding of NPF
into NPC: For an embedding of the system with xed-point types into that with
indu tive types, we have to de ne a (generalized) prede essor fun tion (more preisely: a destru tor) in NPI, i. e., a losed term P of type   ! [ :=  ℄ su h
that P (C  t) !+ t for every term t of type [ :=  ℄. As a solution we set
P := x  :xE



lift+
  (

  [ :=  ℄)( )(z  [

 ℄ :z L)

:=



:
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Again we need some restri ted form of fun toriality of lift+  :
Lemma 3.6 (Restri ted fun toriality for produ ts).


 :zL) lift+  (   )(x :hx; ri)t
lift+
  (   ) (z
 



for

r:

! t

lift   (   )(x :hx; ri) lift  (   ) (z  :zL)t
and

t : [ := ℄

(and

positive in

 for



and

! t

the statement on

lift+
  and

 for that on lift  ).
Again by indu tion on , and an easy al ulation shows that P is indeed a

negative in
Proof.



prede essor fun tion.
The formal embedding and its justi ation may be given in the same fashion
as in the pre eding se tion.
3.3.

Embedding NPC into MC and NPI into MI

Clearly, one expe ts the embedding of positive ( o)indu tive types into monotone ( o)indu tive types to be an easy task. In our setting it is indeed very easy
be ause there is no interleaving in NPC and NPI and hen e the terms lift+  are
built without the help of ( -E), ( -I), (-I) and (-E). Otherwise one would have
to nd an appropriate indu tion measure to de ne the embeddings (see [7℄ for the
indu tive ase) but here re ursion on the term stru ture suÆ es. We only onsider
the embedding of NPC into MC.
De nition 3.7 (Embedding of NPC into MC). The embedding of the types will
be the trivial one, i. e., 0 :=  for every type  in NPC.
For every term r of system NPC de ne the term r0 of MC by re ursion on
r and simultaneously prove (not shown) that r0 :  and FTV(r0 ) = FTV(r) and
FV(r0 ) = FV(r) as follows:
(F) The homomorphi term rules for F as in se tion 3.1. (Be ause of 0 = 
the rule (!-I) may be simpli ed to (x r)0 := x r0 without the additional
assumption.)
( -E) (rE )0 := r0 E .
( -I) (   st)0 :=   lift+  s0 t0 .
Note again that lift+  already is a term of MC be ause there is no interleaving.
Therefore, (lift+  )0 = lift+  .
Lemma 3.8. (r[x := s℄)0 = r0 [x := s0 ℄ and (r[ := ℄)0 = r0 [ := ℄.
+
Proof. By indu tion on r. In the ru ial ase ( -I) we use that lift  is losed and
+
+
that lift  [ := ℄ = lift( )[ :=℄ whi h is easily proved by indu tion on  (and
requires the analogous statement on lift  to be proved simultaneously).
It is now quite easy to verify that 0 is indeed an embedding of NPC into MC.
The embedding of NPI into MI is de ned analogously.
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3.4.

Embedding MC and MI into NPF

This se tion is devoted to the proof of the ollapse of monotone ( o)indu tive
types into non-interleaving positive xed-point types. It shows the strength of
impredi ative onstru tions.
In order to better display the onstru tion for MC we de ne an embedding into
the system NPFex whi h is NPF enri hed with existential types. The standard
en oding of existential types in system F with essential lause
(9 )0 := 8 :(8 :0 ! ) ! ;

2= f g [ FV()

(see [5℄ p. 86 for the en oding and [7℄ for a areful proof in the style of se tion
3.1 that this indeed gives an embedding) trivially arries over to NPF (but not to
NPI or NPC be ause formation of lift+
  and the en oding of the existential do not
ommute!). Therefore, also NPFex embeds into NPF.
We de ne NPFex: The type system is that of NPF where instead of one unrestri ted quanti er 8 we have two of them: 8 and 9. The term formation rules now
range over the extended type system. Moreover, we have the new term formation

rules

(9-I) If t is a term of type [ :=  ℄, then C9 ; t is a term of type 9 .
(9-E) If r is a term of type 9  and s is a term of type 8 : !  with 2= FV(),
then rE9 s is a term of type .
This de nition follows the standard natural dedu tion formulation of the se ondorder existential quanti er but with proof terms in luded.
The new beta rule is
( 9 ) C9 ; tE9s 7! st:
We now give the ru ial lauses of the de nition of 0 for the two embeddings
(all the other lauses are homomorphi ):
(MC) ( )0 := f 9 :(8 :( + ! ) ! ! 0 )  .
(MI) ( )0 := f 8 :(8 :( !  ) ! 0 ! ) ! .
(Of ourse, we hoose 6= and ; 2= f g [ FV().)
Clearly, these de nitions yield types of system NPFex (and even in NPF for MI).
In both ases we have a non-stri t positive dependen y on (of the type's kernel).
Example 3.9. Setting  := 1 + (((( ! ) ! ) ! ) ! ), we translate  :
0 is the translation of  and has FV(0 ) = FV() (see below). Our system F
en odings of 1 and + are not a e ted by the embedding. Therefore,






( )0 = f 8 : 8 :( !  ) ! 1+(((( ! 0 ) ! ) ! ) ! ) !



! :

Be ause 6= and 2= f g [ FV(0 ), there is only one o urren e of to look at.
We rea h by passing 8 , going on e to the left of !, passing 8 , going again to
the left of ! and then to the right of ! and nally to a part of . Two times left
is non-stri tly positive!
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Note that we do not get dual onstru tions be ause we annot set
( )0 := f 8 9 :(( !  ) ! 0 ! ) !
whi h should be ompared with the slight variant of (MC) whi h would work :
( )0 := f 9 8 :(( + ! ) ! ! 0 )  :
This setting for ( )0 would only lassi ally give an isomorphi type to the previously de ned (MI) but not onstru tively and|mu h more important|there is
simply no reasonable lause for (C  t)0 tting to this de nition.
Let us ompare the de nitions with those in [3℄ for embeddings of systems with
positive type s hemes (whi h are a restri tion of non-interleaved positivity) instead
of arbitrary monotoni ity. In our notation they read:
(NPC) ( )0 := f 9 :( ! 0 [ := + ℄)  .
(NPI) ( )0 := f 8 :(0[ :=  ℄ ! ) ! .
We re ognize that the additional quanti er for is responsible for the positivization and the removal of the interleaving of type variables.
For (MC) and (MI) we have that ([ := ℄)0 = 0 [ := 0 ℄ and FV(0 ) = FV().
Setting  := (8 :(( )0 + ! ) ! ! 0 )  , the ru ial lauses of the
de nition of r0 for the embedding
of MC into NPFex are :

( -E) (rE )0 := r0 Ef E9  u :uL( )0




0
z ( ) + :z ( )0 Id( )0 x :C( )0 C9 ; huL; xi (uR) :
D
0 0 ( +)0 z (s0 x); t0 E:
( -I) (   mst)0 := C( )0 C9 ;0  z ( )0 +0 ! x:m
The other rules are again the homomorphi ones, and we have to prove simultaneously with
the de nition that if r : , then r0 : 0 , FTV(r0 ) = FTV(r) and
0
0


FV(r ) = fx jx 2 FV(r)g.
After having proved Lemma 3.4 for this situation the main task is to verify
(



 
0 !+ m(  + )( ) z  + :z ( )Id(x:   msx) (st) 0 :

  mstE )

It is a al ulation whi h is not a e ted by an unfortunate redu tion strategy and
therefore left to the reader.
For the embedding of MI into NPF the non-trivial lauses are
(-I) (C  t)0 := C( )0  u8 :( !( )0  )!0 ! :u( )0

 
0
0
x( ) :hx; (x( ) :xEf u)xi t0 .



(-E) (rE ms)0 := r0 Ef 0  v !( )0 0 w0 :s0 m0 (( )0  0 )vw .
For showing that


(C  tE ms)0 !+ s m( )(   )(x  :hx; (x  :xE ms)xi)t

0
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we need six beta redu tion steps. The usual ma hinery then allows to on lude
that 0 in fa t embeds MI into NPF.
4.

Con luding remarks

We have seen that the algorithmi weakness of system F w. r. t. ( o)indu tive
data types (only iteration is modelled) is removed by adding xed-points for noninterleaving positive  . Further extensions by stipulating weak initiality or
weak nality even for interleaved use of parameters and arbitrary monotoni ity
witnesses ould then be en oded in a redu tion-preserving way and hen e did not
give additional algorithmi power.
Without any diÆ ulty one ould also ombine NPI and NPC to a system of
non-interleaving positive indu tive and oindu tive types. Due to the absen e of
interleaving this would hardly allow more than the study of hierar hi al alternation
of  and  (whi h is e. g. needed for the type  :nat  of streams of naturals).
But we may as well ombine MI and MC where we e. g. may reason by oindu tion
when establishing the monotoni ity of some indu tive type. It is fairly obvious
that only the embeddings shown for the onstituent systems have to be merged in
order to embed the ombined systems e. g. into NPF.
The in lusion of produ t types into our base system F is only done for onvenien e. We ould also take the standard impredi ative en oding in the formulation
of the beta rule of primitive re ursion.
One may also study systems of interleaving positive indu tive and oindu tive
types. A on ise de nition of the terms lift+  may only be given by help of
iteration/ oiteration whi h justi es to work with systems having both iteration and
re ursion (and oiteration and ore ursion) as primitives (see [7℄ for the indu tive
ase). Establishing fun toriality properties of those lift+  is mu h harder and
requires at least an eta rule for ( o)iteration. For a proof of fun toriality w. r. t.
some parametri equality theory see [1℄.
A knowledgements to Felix Joa himski and to the anonymous referee for their valuable
remarks on preliminary versions of this text.
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